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Introduction- 

                          People are being developed and conscious creatures in human life. And the 

most is among the people in a teacher. Because a teacher's hand is the doctor, Engineer, Ecoil etc. 

So the teacher's life is surrounded by the formation of society. So the teacher's role is very 

important in the society's chest, And for this, the teacher's life is full of morality. Because the more 

anti-teachers are morally just the ethnic conditions, as much as the pioneers of moral pincoins. The 

value of a teacher's life, Ideal, Conduct, The past skills of the subject And the more the lessons of 

the teaching consciousness are more, the teachers will be able to place the human heart in the heart 

of the human heart to become a human being in society, And this is the identity of the absolute 

morality in a teacher's life. Passionate about the teacher's subject, Teaching strategy, Connecting 

to students, Skills to enter deeper, The more students of the teachers who are full of transparent, 

will be opposed to the people of the more people. And all these features The actual duty of a 

teacher. The teacher survives in the heart of the student. So to keep yourself in the heart of the 

student, a teacher has to take many responsibilities as a teacher. And if the whole guru is fulfilled, 

morality is filled then a professional teacher's life is full of life. The moral teacher remains 

respected to the society. So a teacher must be fully moral. 

 

 

Keywords- Rules and discipline, Dignity, The development of ideas, Devotion 

 

 

Objective-  
(i)The rules caused by rules and disciplines are built in morality. 

 

(ii)It is very important to establish respect and humility Emergency. 

 

(iii) Development is possible in the teaching style based on values and ideas. 

 

(IV)Any matter cumEvery matter of understanding is the matter of feeling that 

Interest increases. 
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1.Method-  
                    From the time of the childhood, the teacher's teaching of the teacher was identified 

in the fortune. The teacher is a symbol of salvation from a dark world. Many people's education 

came to improve the community of the people. When a teacher teaches students to teach his 

students, he has to adopt different systematic aspects. This method is not only strategic, moral 

methods involved in it. If the moral feelings are given to procedural education, the relationship 

between teachers and students became very strong. When a teacher ate the center of the class, there 

is a lot of moral procedure to adopt. That is, the way of the teacher's physical conduct of education, 

a very good consideration of the truth is in the mind and the mind is very duty. The teacher who 

teaches the specialism that specially teaches systematically special, will become more ideal to 

students. However, the method of providing systematic education is not only for the teacher, The 

real purpose was to present the real education to the evider, as well as the real purpose. As the 

teacher can make the matter with the most effective and systematic moralism, it is spreading to the 

students of good moral feelings. There is a different way of moral teaching system, and the issue 

of learning through the example of the direct matter is important enough to learn about the 

example. Finally, the mutual values of the teacher taught the teacher's highly importantness is very 

significant. 

 

 

1.1 Perceptible- 
                             There are different methods for education. All the most important 

information is the direct direct view of the teacher. Through the witness, students learn and learn 

a lot. But the main thing in education is the teacher, Because the teacher can do the right to the 

teacher, and the type of teacher's treatment and its education, The need to understand the very 

goodness of the adjacent etc. Only students will not see the teacher, The most important thing is 

that a person is a refuge with moral feelings, how to meet the students and the students in the face 

of the future, in the face of the future, the hands of the guardian. Above all, a teacher should always 

be careful that he is not visible to see all the students, but only the front-facing of a teacher, but 

students of the teacher feels somewhat. Just as a teacher also awakened the moral feelings, the 

students of the teachers, who have been given the deeper power of the students, and to make the 

power of the right to the people's ways to make the right path of the teacher. And by taking this 

duty, a teacher tried to implement different kinds of approaching his lesson. The directed method 

makes both a lot of encouragement. A teacher can see many things from the heart of the heart of 

the, And the ability to show this is the teacher's ethical feeling or moral feelings. 

 

 

1.2 Continuity- 

                            The study of the practice of a real-scholarly and a practice of practice. If the 

coordinates of these two are coordinates If there is a crusp, then the real education can not be 

evaluated and the pre-verse is not becoming. The real scholar is the teacher's teacher. So all the 

scholars of the teacher came to courage to walk on the way of the day. So as a student, the duty 
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duty of duty is very much after wide. The student's ideal ideology is hidden in the whole life of the 

student. The biggest morality of the teacher is a big issue. If the opinion of continuity in the 

teaching of teachers is advanced in the way to implement the initiative, then the morality of that 

teacher is much more real and humanitarian. Because if the teacher does not cooperate with the 

student's continuously, then the discovery of the subject may be disconnected and immediately a 

group of students of the teacher is created. So the teacher's role in order to reach the development 

of the society and to reach the society from improvement. If the teacher became active forward to 

move his education, then one of these societies can be reached on the other side of the middle river. 

The continuity of the teacher's physical morality is very important that only success in the thought 

of continuing the continuation of the continuation, it is not possible to achieve the future light, and 

to move forward the light of the future. Life is ahead of life,It is not stopped - this great message 

thinks that idealism in the life of the consistency is the same as the most important eradication of 

the teacher's alive. The more achemical disease is this, this fever will be increased to increase. 

 

 

1.3 Teaching by example-  
                                               The teacher led to your life in various personal experiences in 

his personal life. But a teacher's life is not like the rest of the rest of the,Because he has to take the 

responsibility of the formation of society. So the whole student of the day is to think for the 

development of the society and to create the ideal people. The teacher has to go ahead to eradicate 

hundreds of troubles and suspicious adversity in remembrance of this responsibility. When a 

teacher appears to teach in the classroom, he has to take a few examples of the topic related to the 

topic. Examples teach people to understand, Learn to think. Some examples make a heart in the 

heart of human being that becomes an important to enter the door of knowledge and becomes an 

important to enter the door of knowledge. One of the most common issues of a teacher's education 

is to teach education. To focus on topics, all the students who have the various examples related 

to the teacher, to learn to understand the subjects at all the class presentations. If the teacher just 

taught the matter if the world is to stop a little, Because our life is hidden in the pair and the 

example of the example is to be able to highlight the real truth. So a teacher will teach his moral 

subject to the example of learning. 

 

 

1.4 Mastery-  
                        The role of teachers in the all-infrastructure surrounding students to be 

completed. The teacher has to match the person to be distinguished in his own life.The teacher has 

to be more thoughtful and active for the formation of all students. The teacher is the learning of 

students to learn to dominate the teacher, Making good moments and above all operates through a 

speed, you can be promoted to the right direction. With the teaching of the teacher's subject, the 

education of the history of the world is related to the real world, and the real life of life history can 

be reached when the world can be created in the next day. Also, the teacher is to be subject to all 

the moral feelings, how they will be human, how they will be human. The main key to 

manufacturing people in the society, which is going on a head, the morally lemonas is to moderate 

the general man in which the man can be built in a manner. That is, students have to handle students 

about a lot of moral feelings. Just will not have the power to handle the power, The teacher is to 

make the teacher's education and time to provide good educationBe to be. For this, it is particularly 

important to make teachers to understand the life of the students by making a book systematically. 
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2. Policy- 
                  The teacher is a spine in society for the eternal. The teacher is the teacher who taught 

the health and survive to humanitarian. A dream of creating a little man with a little bit of students, 

and a dream to create new people. A teacher's dream of a teacher, Equipment attempts, Ideal, 
There is a remarkable morality and ethics, remember the teacher's identity of the moral feeling of 

the teacher. That is, a teacher of moral feelings behind him, who is not trying to implement a 

teacher, became awake in his heart. And the moral of the moral feelings is to be better than this 

moral feeling. When a work, the teacher has to find the approaches to morally the work and this is 

one of the most difficult things of the teacher's actual thinking. As soon as the students teach 

students, you have to be aware of moral feelings to become a real ruler. That is, the teacher is 

shelter in his career in moral feelings in his professional life and the whole of the education of his 

educationThrough a beautiful rule, the courts will courage to move forward. Only healthy society 

can be made by the rule by the rule of the moral feeling, but the ideal people can not be created, 

He needed for a skilled managing efficiently. That is, the highest manner of the teacher's morally 

mankind can be able to give the moral people to the society. So if a teacher of the career of a 

teacher in the professional life of the method, when his career's work is handled, then the moral 

price of that teacher will increase the highest value. 

 

 

2.1 Ideal-   
                  In every surrounding career, people in the surrounding ideas of some of his 

ideological circumcision are bound to the people. The ideal moral feels slowly, when there is dark 

in human beings, then the love of any action becomes much opportunity. The teacher's name is 

such a teacher. Where the stream of teaching the teacher's hand, the moral ideology of a teacher is 

very important. She is a teacher in moral ideals The offering of his life and prepared students to 

make students out of the real emotional and humanitarian identity. If there is no ideal morality on 

the teacher, then the student who will be the people of his day will be the only mind of the real 

man. And if the real man can not be, then the society will not be strong. It is very necessary to 

become a moral ideal in a teacher's life. The teacher will be able to stand up with the ideals that he 

will be bigger than the students and the students will be advanced in the command. So the 

professional teacher will have to be very early on his moral ideology. A real-selling teacher can 

change the life of the students. Policy is not a matter of moral full sentences. It is necessary with 

himself to be identified as the ideal teachers as well as in front of everyone. A teacher can make 

that religion in his life in reality, which is a standard of custody in whole life. There is no moral 

ideology in the teacher's life. There is no special genuine in the field of education of the teacher's 

education. And students who have learned from him can not find any ideals. Students have 

searched for a silver ideology. But if the teacher understands special ideals in the teacher, students 

will certainly seek that standard and follow the way to the way. And finally we can offer a healthy 

society. So the ideal ideology of morality in the professional life of professional is very important. 

 

 

2.2 Values-   
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                  When a real moral ideal teacher learned to match themselves in the society, he has to 

remember many of his values. Because if a teacher teaches the real value of the real value, and it 

can be awakened in the real life, if a teacher can be the example of the teacher as a standard teacher. 

At present, one problem among the most difficult problems is the lack of real values. But if this 

value can be awakened among the students in full education, then the teacher's images will be 

shine bright from the bright one day. The more value of a teacher's value is to be very gradually, 

the conscience will be fulfilled in more moral actions. Values are forced to make people a lot of 

things to do many times,Maybe she's out of his will but somewhere in the values of values, they 

stuck himself. If this value is difficult for people in life, it is a beautiful joy of his life, and its fruit 

is very far easier. People's social creatures so live to life. People walk on the hands with people 

with people to walk on the way,And in this way, in the heart of human beings, the birth of birth 

will be born in the heart. So the values attract people from morally away from many immoral work 

and attracted moral path. If a scripture in his teacher is a long way, and if the students can take 

shelter in that large field, their life will also be operated in values. And such principles of moral 

full teachers are the next day Will be able to form a beautiful state. Therefore, in the professional 

life of the teacher, there is a suspicion of ethics of values between many morals. 

 

 

 2.3 Procedure-  
                            The name of action to act by human programs is life. This action is a lot of 

dependent on the action and the surrounding contact. The officer will always be able to take his 

action through a method that will be done to depend on the work. However, whether that is a 

systematic aspect of that action. A teacher can increase attention to the subject matter of the 

subjects and materials of the material while using a teacher, they can also seek to make the artificial 

simplicity of the students by making various simple methods. In a professional life, a teacher is 

the main action of his life. During this teaching, he has a lot of moral direction, so that the 

workplace method of work of the teacher's work is more efficient, the students will be able to 

understand the matter. By entering the class, a teacher used to teach the moral feelings on a subject, 

teach students to make things easier by different materials through different materials. Then the 

students get the courage to understand that the matter well. And the students are active in spreading 

the subject in the other day. So if a teacher's work in a work-step life can be taken system according 

to system level, then the quality of the education system will be much better improved. The future 

title of the teacher teacher will be strong as the relationship with the teaching method of the day, 

as well as the matter of the student's teacher will be as strong as the matter of the tribe will be as 

strong. 

 

 

 2.4 Transformation-  
                                       When a teacher is harmed when he is toxic, he is a matter of fact 

that if the information is to be found in the factory, then the quality of education is much better 

improved. This successful action method is able to make a teacher. But if the teacher's moral feels 

does not have, then the matter can not show matters with real. Therefore, how much taught or 

burnt is related to the realism, or the real requirements of the real estate, but the absence of a 

teacher is a very complete action. A teacher will also be able to talk about new people and discuss 

new things. A time can be seen in the teacher, through this healthy imagination, the discovery of 

something new among students will be invented. The teacher will try to highlight some students 
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in such a way that from the dream of making some of the new things to be made. In the heart of 

such students, there is a need to be a small time in the present time of moral humanitarian teachers. 

The teacher who speaks impression to pay his education, The teacher dreams of something to 

refuse to erase morality, the teacher is in the student's student and the brilliant illustration. So a 

teacher of professional teachers in professional life is standing on moral feelings, making the 

development of some of the creativity among the people's most recognized and hiding in the heart 

of the students To awaken the spirit of spirit. The teachers of the way ahead of such a system are 

are the actual teachers and the true guide. 

 

 

  

3. Thinking-  
                       The highest quality of the education spread will be strengthened to learn more 

than the teaching of an ideal teacher in educational education. If a teacher's knowledge is more, 

even if the development of his strategic or the real idea is not fully developed, then the gap between 

the students and teachers becomes grown. A teacher will emerge in the subject matter and moral 

ideas in his professional life and if those things are well-known for sending the world into 

education, then the development of education will be much improvement. The biggest thing in the 

lives of people is thinking, Because people are like its nature. And in the mind of nature, it is also 

a matter of thinking about nature. So if a teacher tries to improve the teachings of his midst of his 

fishermen, then the improving the idea will be a lot of fruit. That is, his kindness in education is 

his kindness, Consciousness, If there is a thought in the synonymous mind, then a general teacher 

will be too late to be an ideal teacher from a teacher. And by the adoption of this thought, the world 

can learn to be very highly highlighted. 

 

 

3.1 Learnability- 

                               The teacher's relationship and student's relationship is a honey 

relationship. This relationship is made by education transmission. The teachers will take students 

to step by the way that the teachers will take forward the progress. Through this, the students have 

to make relationships with new topics such as new things, that is, there is no other thing in the field 

of teachers, but to have to be tied with education practice. Because if the teacher can shake his 

flame issues in the practice, then the education is not a long time, that is, the end of the day. So, a 

teacher's teacher should also be particularly important. Because the teacher stands on the feeling 

of morality in his professional life, then if he has to judge him, then it will be able to understand 

that the more is more to learn in education practices, the new topics can be presented to students. 

So learning about teaching things such as teaching, so teachers also learn to be in terms of morality 

and the ideal teaching. However, this education is not a textbook, but there is some moral education 

outside. Not only the teaching of the teacher is not only a student, and the education is centered or 

surrounding or the surrounding. A teacher from many students also learn to have many unknown 

issues. For the students who are very skilled with the medium of educational system, they become 

skilled with the people, so some of the humanitarian moralism of learning from them also have to 

keep them alive. Finally, it is said that the teaching issues should be very seriously in terms of 

morality of a professional teacher's education and it is very important to be active for themselves 

to be performed. 
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3.2 Consciousness-  
                                   In this world, one of the most conscious creatures in all the nations is 

human. Not only consciousness, people are trying to make senses and make it better to make it 

better. There are many creatures in the world, as if they are developed from the intelligence, many 

people in this society are not in the society, which is not suitable for consciousness. So if a helper 

is found to unculture the development of consciousness, then society will become much more 

suffering. And the only teacher can develop this consciousness. An ideal teacher is able to enter 

the knowledge of the knowledge of dark ignorance, in ancient teacher. This ideal teacher's 

consciousness is awake, Generous and open. The human knowledge comes from consciousness 

and the consciousness of human knowledge is the development of knowledge of the knowledge of 

the people. On the day when the true Chaitanah in the people will be in the day, the firmness of 

mening will be much more sugant. Maybe the sense of this thought, Sri Ramkrishnadev said that 

everyone's Chaitanya's vineyards. The consciousness makes such people develop, so that it is 

ahead of how to say that Sahara is specially needed. On the other hand, if the consciousness is the 

real estate and the heart of his heart is from the dream of building this true circumference, then the 

teacher will be the actual teacher, And such consciousness of teachers will become active to show 

the new day and the state to improve the new paths in advance. So if the entire mode is to be 

healthy and normal to the whole, whose role is extremely necessary, he is the teacher. So if a 

teacher tries to implement this sense of imprisonment in morality in a professional life in his 

professional life, the teacher will be like the brightest star of the night sky. And this should be a 

moral ideology of a teacher. Principle of policy morality can only give genuine people to the 

society. 

 

 

3.3 Reform is dead-   
                                     If there is anything in this world, if the reform or service can not be 

done in the appropriate time, then the existence of the real matter is to be dried. If the real humanity 

of human life is reviewed seriously, then it will be seen that people who are involved in the way 

of the reforming considerations in the people are very close to the society. However, this reforbing 

is the most poor of the society and the teacher. Because people are made by the society by a teacher. 

So the more than the teacher's reform, his students will definitely be reforrect. Because one of the 

most versatile is one of the things of the practice and morality. That is, if the teachers' behavior 

and morality are reformed, then the scope of the world will not be pure and teaching it. If the 

perfume flower flows in the garden, then his survivors flow flowing far away, and according to his 

perfume, all the teachers taught in the trend of the teacher will be able to make a state of the world. 

Therefore, in the morality, the teacher must be reformed. The reforming biography teaches to be 

ideal people. So if the main thing of education is manIf he is done, he must have the prophecy of 

the teacher's reform morality. This reform of the teacher will be able to form the healthy 

environment of the next day. 
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3.4 Kindness- 
                         Narrowness can never fill the man. Because people of narrow mind can never 

love everyone. It means to say that people can not do all of the narrow minds. But if the genius of 

this narrowness can be entered into the world of generosity, then they can easily be made to people. 

We know people for people, If life is to make this great ideology for life, he must be full of 

kindness. People of liberal mind can teach everyone and learn to think about something new for 

everyone to finally understand. When a teacher in society, it can be done all this when the genetic 

mentality will be made. One of the suspicions of a teacher is the example of example. If the teacher 

is not kindness, if you can not teach the students, generously the main ideology of education will 

be interrupted. Generosites teach people to do people and if the teachers and students have been 

practicing together with the combination of this generosity, then the circumference of the 

knowledge will continue to grow. The most important thing in a professional life is liberal attitudes 

in education. Which is a very important thing to the society. 

 

 

 

4. Hard working- 

                                 The biggest identity of human life is the action. The action is one of the 

other identities of the people. The unequal people can never get happiness in life so that people 

have to choose actions while going forward. The person who is driving a life in the way of the 

people of the people, can be found in the best of the living. He does not find any key joy in living 

in life in life. So people have to enter the work after a time and the devotion of that action 

competition is extended then his physical and mental healthy will be increasingly automatically. 

In this frame, a teacher chose his own life's action If he tries to implement him with a healthy 

society can develop. Because the teacher is one of the keys to form the society. The teacher's 

learning the first to find out the new way of the new way. A teacher is his job in his professional 

life, which means that the education is to, If the work of teaching is devoted, he would be promoted. 

One of the most common issues of professional teacher's morality is devoted to the action. The 

teacher can continue to be the matter of education at the beginning of his life, then the image of 

the education church will be freshly new. 

 

 

4.1 Sense of interest-  
                               The most important thing in human life is a positive attitude towards 

any work. If you love the work of the work, and can be realized by the work of that action, then 

that work can soon reach success at the door,With the husband. The head of the teacher is to teach 

the education,But all the words are not but applicable, The With the head-education, the moral 

feelings of students should meet the teacher's importance. And the teacher should also show the 

interest of the students who are achieving in progress. Also, a teacher should also show interest in 

how much students have been reflected in the real matter of his realized psychiatric matter. If the 

teacher is bound to students in his subject, but the students do not have full development. For a 

complete development, a professional teacher must be the new work of the new work and the 

percentage of the subjective action. If there is no work for any work, then no help mentality is born 

to the heart. And the willingness of the gradual heart is destroyed. So a teacher's moral feeling 

should be solved with his workplace and the same way as soon as the students must be motivated 
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to move on the same way. One of the most common issues of this ideal teacher is to grow in interest 

in all the heart of the heart. 

 

 

4.2 Respect-  
                       To live in human life, And the need for accommodation is right, but with the 

same thing as well as respect. If there is no respect for any human, then it is not filled with the 

survival of that human survival. But if there is a way to get honor, there is no special honor, Need 

to himself to be respected for others. Because we are generally heard, we can also hear such a 

thing. If a man honors another person, but it is also respected to others. Likewise, this honor feeling 

can be awakened on the current time of the current time. Because the way the society is going on, 

the honor of this honor is going to be diminished. So to bring respect to the full honor, the one-

time responsibility of a teacher's moral responsibility is to respect and accept the respect. That is, 

as a teacher, a teacher, honors, just as teachers, they need to respect teachers for the teachers. 

Because everyone in this society wants to give respect to everyone. A teacher will have to take a 

key role in rejuising this honor in the life of a teacher and in the midst of the respected subjects. 

That is, an important thing in many of the prominent teachers of a professional teacher is a 

respective subject. 

 

 

4.3 Responsibility-  
                                   People learn to be bigger than her in small life. But there is a lot of style 

to grow. Because people are bigger than a lot of policy-moral conscience, You have come to the 

conduct of the conduct, and you come. After a time everyone has to do any duties. Because 

thelessless people are worthless to the society. Not only the irresponsible people to be society as 

well as the societyIs. So, in the life of this life, why not be associated with the work, it must be 

maintained with the full responsibility of the proper responsibility for the proper responsibility. 

There is a great and guru-responsibility among all the people of society, which is imposed on the 

shoulder is he is a teacher of the art of making the spinal cord and man. If the teacher does not 

obey the professionalizing this education in his professional life, the quality of education will be 

gradually decorated. The responsibility of a teacher can make life a student. And today's students 

are people of the day, So to build people as a real man, the responsibility of teaching teachers 

should be considered as a moral duty or duty. If a teacher can really love deeply to teach the 

students to keep the students in the form of the students, and if they are really lovely with the heart, 

it will be survived until the life of the student's heart. But just have to take the responsibility of the 

teacher for just survival.The teacher is to take responsibility for the formation of society,The 

teacher is to take the responsibility to make people,The teacher is to take responsibility to form the 

state. A teacher's moral duty is responsible and it is properly observed them. 

 

 

 

5. Awareness- 

                           Human life is extremely thoughtful life. Human life is a very aware of life. 

Because if people are not aware of his life, he has to enter the world's wrong error in terms of post. 

Aware of people helps keep a lot of healthy and fluid. If I do not have any deeds in the work that 
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I am not appointed, then there will be no speed. And the work that works is lost, the existence of 

the work is lost. A teacher has always been aware of his world. Because if not awareness, students 

do not have to know the wisdom per appropriate time at the appropriate time. And if there is any 

disturbance to provide appropriate education, students can not be pulled with era,It is slowly laid 

down. So if the passage of passengers crossed the tranquilian river, the middle of the board, but if 

the boat is not very difficult to reach the destination of the boat. Just like this world's family is a 

matter of awareness if a teacher is not initialize, then the central of the students will start to be on 

the future, but will be disturbed. Therefore, awareness of teachers is very important as a morality. 

 

 

5.1 Practice-  
                        People are working actions. By the identity of human identity. So the real action 

of a student is to learn education. But during this education, the students of many students have 

been forgotten for the absence of practice and practice of practice. To live from this surprise, he 

has to practice. Because the practice or noticing of the work is difficult to practice. You have to do 

this practice teacher, not only students in practice. The teacher's most responsible and duties 

becomes one of the most matters. Because if the teacher wants to improve his education, then 

practice all the practice. The teacher that is for educationThe highest practice is the most efficiently 

to the practice with the highest,And by the full knowledge of that skill, you can enlighten the 

students of the real teachings. So a teacher's course is a proper practice habit of giving a 

professional education. This teacher can award a teacher of full teachers. Many times it is seen that 

the teacher lost his practice to practice the subject after entering his professional life. And after 

losing this practice, they started to lose the knowledge of students to students. Because in the words 

that the river lost the river, the cyclone alias surrounded it. Just if the practice of the practice is 

lost, then the last idea about his brain can never be. And when the last skill is weak in this regard, 

then after the knowledge of weakness and weak. Therefore, the moral responsibility of the teacher 

is the appropriate practice. 

 

 

5.2 Connect- 

                        People are moving forward with the people to connect with people forever. 

Because if people do not establish relations with humans, then he can never walk the way. In the 

same way, if students do not want to connect with the teacher, but students are in many ways. But 

only the students who will try to connect with the teachers but not. Teachers have a moral duty to 

connect with students. The courage and inspiration of students to grow through this 

connection,Which courage to walk on the way to the day. The teacher who apparently contacts the 

students with the students and connects them with many students, the students of the teacher took 

care shelter in effortlessly. And shepherds of the teacher, she finds his place of paths in his way. 

If a teacher tries to keep the connection to the funeral with the students, many students will have 

to dream of living. Connection as people renewed people as they are connected. So the function of 

society can change the function of this teacher moving to the connection. Therefore, the connection 

is a matter of moral responsibilities of a teacher in a professional life. 

 

 

5.3 Subject training-  
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                                People are forced to do action in career. But many times it is seen that the work 

of various adverse situations faced by doing that action. But it is possible to remove all adverse 

situations, only through the appropriate training. If a student wants to be subjectively mature in his 

life, he must take training. Because training helps people move towards actual education. When a 

teacher is going to teach in the classroom, if he does not have any training, then after going to the 

class, the matter of the subject of the subject will be very difficult and fulfilling things. The teachers 

of this training will never be able to enter deep things in the appropriate time. So to focus on any 

matter, he has to train. This training is a teacherMoral duty and responsibility. Unpleasantly, 

nothing can be done properly. And if a teacher does not trace before being ahead of great work, it 

is not necessary even if the education levels will not be too much. The skills of the work are full 

of training through training. And learning to understand with the means of various strategies, how 

the presentation is the presentation, how the matter becomes more beautiful and fluent. The more 

level of teacher teacher training is a better quality of the teacher. Therefore, you will not have to 

teach in professional life, To improve the level of education, it is certainly necessary to take a 

training of a teacher's conscience. 

 

 

 

Conclusion-  

                       It is seen from the time that the people want to be eighty to eradicate moral 

ideals. After growing, the role of becoming a real man, is very important that he is the teacher. The 

students in the firing of the teacher took care of their life and to dream of the right path to manage 

their life. Learning new things to learn new things in their heart and the new way of thinking is to 

take care of the teacher's hands. And if this teacher is not like a true teacher, then the entire student 

will break down the world. So this world is to improve the family, which is the highest the higher 

the high he is the teacher. A teacher will be a real man in the next day if a teacher served career 

with the ideal values and management skills in his professional life. It is necessary for the most 

morality of a teacher. If the teacher is not awakened in the heart, then the students will not be able 

to light the real education in the teacher's hand. The subject of the school's life is the last continuity, 

Learning to learn examples of students, Student View, Anxious thought,Values etc. If the efforts 

to implement matters, it will not take too long to form health health society. Teacher has many 

moral responsibilities to provide education that the responsibility of the responsibility is not  a 

teacher as a teacher if they do not observe in the letters. The moral responsibility of a teacher is in 

connection with, Reform, Reflective, Connecting to the students, Creative ideas etc. The more 

ethical values in the teacher's life is the highest quality of education in the lives of the highest life. 
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